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Nordic investment
Exclusive focus
company with
on the healthcare
offices in Stockholm sector, primarily in
and Copenhagen
the Nordic region

Long-term ownership
perspective –
evergreen structure
to maximize longterm value creation
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SEK 3.6bn in
available capital
plus active interest
from other
investors

Focused on
private majority
investments

Investments with
enterprise value of
EUR 20–200m

Portfolio of six
companies across
broad healthcare
spectrum

Team of 14 people
with 100+ years of
combined investment
experience
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Highlights 2019

2019 was a very active year
for Impilo, with three new
platform investments and
three large add-ons closed
during the year.
2019
In January 2019, we invested
in the Nordic listed care
company, Humana. Impilo is
now the largest shareholder
with approximately 20% and
representation on the board of
directors. We have an ambitious
plan for Humana, and we will
work actively through the board
to support the management
of Humana on its continued
journey.
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In March 2019, we acquired
UK-based The Fertility
Partnership (“TFP”). Following
an add-on acquisition of
VivaNeo, headquartered
in Germany, in August,
TFP is now the leading IVF
provider in Northern Europe,
increasing its footprint from
two to six countries. We
are currently working on
integrating TFP and VivaNeo
fully and strengthening the
platform for further growth
and add-on acquisitions.
Impilo is the majority owner
working closely with a new
board and management. The
founding physicians remain as
meaningful owners.

The most recent investment
was when we, together with
other investors, acquired the
health insurance company,
Euro Accident, in August
2019. The acquisition was
conditional on approval by the
Swedish Supervisory Financial
Authority, which was received
in December 2019. Impilo is
the lead investor and a new
board has been appointed
and the work kicked off
formally just before Christmas.
We have high ambitions for
organic growth in the coming
years and we are very excited
about this opportunity and the
diversification it brings to the
portfolio of Impilo.
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During the year we have
evaluated a number of
potential investments - both
new platform acquisitions and
add-ons to our companies.
As a result of Impilo spending
a large amount of time on
proprietary sourcing, most
of these opportunities were
sourced directly by Impilo,
rather than through broad
auction processes.

Highlights 2019

2020
Ferrosan Medical Devices
(“FMD”) has performed really
well, and in the beginning
of this year FMD made a
substantial dividend to its
shareholders, returning
around half of our equity. FMD
continues to perform well,
overcoming a temporary supply
chain issue during the second
quarter, and is entering other
markets and segments for
continued growth. NutraQ has
grown substantially in 2019 and
continues to perform well with
high growth. The same can be
said for Immedica, which during
the last year made two add-on
acquisitions to fuel its growth
and enable Immedica to build
a pan-European presence
that will be beneficial for
on-boarding future add-ons.

We have also continued
to invest in increasing our
focus on and building our
infrastructure related to
ESG (Environment, Social,
Governance), to ensure these
aspects are integrated across
our investment and ownership
process.

In February 2020, we reached
an agreement with the majority
shareholder of Cavidi resulting
in a sale of all instruments by
Impilo against a proceeds split
in the future. This also frees up
time for other companies and
new investments since Impilo’s
representatives resigned from
the Cavidi board following the
agreement.

Impilo now has six
investments with a combined
revenue of SEK 11.8bn,
a combined EBITDA of
SEK 1.5bn and a total of
approximately 11,300 FTE.*

*Proforma financials for Immedica;
FY March 2020 financials for TFP
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Outlook 2020

Outlook 2020
We will continue to build and strengthen our investment
team and our network of industrial advisors, as well as
the board of directors and management teams of our
companies. Attracting talent with the right experience
is key for successful investments and to continuing to
develop our different companies.
Given the three new platform investments made in
2019, a lot of time in 2020 will be spent on onboarding
these investments and ensuring they are off to a good
start. We will be implementing acceleration programs
and setting new agendas for the boards, and we
should start seeing the result of these efforts during
this year.
We will also continue to invest and develop our ESG
work, both when it comes to further integration of
ESG in our and our companies’ activities, and in our
reporting. Please see section “Sustainability/ ESG”
for further details.
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Given our investment pace, we will also start planning
for obtaining new capital from our existing investors
and potentially new investors.
With regards to the ongoing Corona-virus pandemic,
it is difficult to assess and predict the impact across
our companies. Based on our current knowledge,
TFP has seen direct effects of the Corona virus with
a temporary close down of fertility clinics in most
countries where it operates, but the other companies
have not yet been directly impacted. We do however
expect an overall difficult macroeconomic situation
over the next 12 months, and that this will impact our
companies in different ways.
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Investment strategy and criteria

Enable
care/treatment or
improve quality of
care/treatment

Lower
cost of
treatment

Key criteria for
nature of target
business

Increase
availability
of care

Prevent or lower
need for care

Investment strategy
and criteria
Impilo’s mission is to produce superior returns by
investing in and building sustainable and leading
healthcare businesses with a long-term perspective.
We define the healthcare and health-related sectors
broadly and look to invest in companies active in
the full spectrum of healthcare, including pharma,
medtech, diagnostics, healthcare services, care
services, consumer health, and digital health.
We focus on private majority investments in Nordic
companies with an enterprise value of EUR 20m–
200m, but can make larger investments together
with other investors. We also have flexibility to make
minority investments and investments in public
companies.
Investments that we make need to have the potential
do double earnings over five years and the ability
to outgrow relevant markets. Also, in order to be
successful, our investments need to contribute to

the positive development and sustainability of the
healthcare environment. To do so they must provide
long-term value to multiple stakeholders – patients,
healthcare providers, payors, customers, etc. – which
we believe is achieved by meeting one or more of the
criteria set out above.
A key to achieving this includes working actively
with Environmental, Social/Human Capital, and
Governance (ESG) issues throughout the investment
process and ownership cycle. It is our conviction that
doing so will not only contribute to greater long-term
value creation and decrease investment risk, but also
contribute to a more sustainable healthcare system
and the development of the communities where we
and our companies operate.
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Governance and active ownership

Governance and active
ownership
We believe in creating strong partnerships and
alignment with our companies and in working
actively with them to drive value creation.
To that end we deploy a structured ownership model
centred around:
1
2

3

Setting effective governance and reporting
structure in place (asap)
Establishing a joint agenda in the form of a threeyear plan through an initial acceleration program
(first year)
Securing execution towards full potential
throughout ownership phase

We believe that effective governance is achieved
with a board of directors and a management team
composed to match the unique needs of the company
– combined with strong reporting and full alignment
on the company’s agenda. Therefore, we invest time
and resources in securing the right teams early on
to engage in a joint development of an acceleration
program.
Such an acceleration program is oftentimes based
on hypotheses and findings established during due
diligence, but takes a broader “full potential” approach

8

– frequently using benchmarking as inspiration – and
is boiled down into a clear and concise three-year
management plan focusing on a vital few areas.
Execution is continously monitored and secured
through board meetings, informal trojka meetings
(Chairman of the Board – CEO – Impilo Lead Partner)
and reporting. The board work follows an annual cycle
where each board meeting focuses on a specific
theme to ensure sufficient depth is achieved. In
between board meetings, trojka meetings are held as a
forum for informal discussions on top-of-mind matters.
Finally, thorough financial and operational reporting (at
least monthly), matched to key performance indicators
and focus areas of each company, ensures relevant
and sufficient information.
Except for heavy involvement during the acceleration
program and as board representatives, the Impilo team
is involved in and supports reporting, M&A, financing
and other various projects as determined from time to
time together with the Chairman and CEO.
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Governance and active ownership

Governance Process

Signing

Ongoing board work with annual
cycle and informal fora

Closing + 6-12 months

Governance Cornerstones
Board
Management
Objectives
Performance Management
and Reporting

Budget

HR/Risks
/ESG

Strategy &
3YP (refresh)

Annual
Review/
Operational
Performance

H1 Review

Commercial
& BD
Performance

Annual
BoD
evaluation

Ambitious
3-year plan
Acceleration Program
Discovery phase
Full potential approach
Management “ready-willing-able”
Vital few focus areas

Impilo team heavily involved, at 		
least in steering commitee role 		
but selectively more hands on
External advisors typically involved
Management with full ownership 		
and buy-in from the outset
External year 1 management 		
assessment (mandatory)

Performance calls (monthly report)
Monthly “trojka” meetings
Select ongoing projects with
Impilo participation
- Reporting
- Financing
- M&A
- Other (as appropriate)

All decisions are made in appropriate formal bodies (i.e. Impilo Investment Committee, BoD, mgmt)
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Sustainability / ESG

Sustainability/ ESG
In 2019 we established the Impilo infrastructure to
ensure the integration of ESG in all our activities,
whether related to our investments, our internal
operations or the way we work with supporting the
development of our companies.
This includes the organization and governance
model, trainings and tools. During the year we also
implemented a formal Impilo Policy for Responsible
Investments and Ownership to support our teams and
provide guidance to our companies, alongside updates
to other ESG-related policies.

A more proactive ESG approach has also been
initiated in our companies, which have all done an ESG
baseline assessment, and as a result ESG aspects are
now part of the planning and prioritization within each
company, as well as the ongoing reporting.
Please see our separate Impilo Sustainability Report
2019 for further information.
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People

People
During the year we have continued to strengthen the
Impilo team with three new additions to the investment
team, and we have also strengthened the board and
management teams of several of our companies.
We are now in total 14 employees in Stockholm and
Copenhagen.
During the year we have recruited new board members
and members to the management teams of our
companies. The combined female representation
on the company boards at the end of 2019 was
26%, expected to increase when new board director
recruitments planned for 2020 are concluded, and
the combined female representation in the executive

management teams was 48%. In Impilo, there were
29% females (4 of 14) in the overall team, and 20%
in the management team and board (1 of 5).
Details of the Impilo team as well as our Industrial
Partners and company Board Directors are set out in
Appendix.
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Impilo structure

12
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Impilo structure

Impilo structure
Impilo has been operational since 2017 and its team
members have a long healthcare investment experience
and track record of acquiring healthcare companies.
Impilo is an evergreen investment company with
available capital of SEK 3.6 billion from its investors.

We invest through a Swedish limited company with an
investment team based in Sweden and Denmark. We
focus on the healthcare and health-related sectors
in the Nordics and our main focus is on majority
investments in private companies, but we can also do
minority investments in private and public companies.
Impilo has several operational companies and its
ambition is to build a group of healthcare companies.
We have an ambition to continuously generate longterm returns for our investors (e.g. through dividends
and/or value growth of our investments) through longterm active ownership, leveraging our expertise in the
healthcare sector and our partnership model with coinvestors, other shareholders and management teams.
In order to achieve this, we always have an ownership
stake that allows us to contribute via the board and
as an active shareholder to the operations of each
company within the group, e.g. related to various valuecreating initiatives and business strategies.

Impilo may use its capital for both follow-on
investments in existing companies and for new
investments, and through this approach we can
support our group of companies for an indefinite
period. We will therefore not be forced to divest a
company due to lack of capital, and we do therefore
not have an established strategy for divesting our
companies. We do, however, continuously evaluate
our investments based on performance and future
outlook for generating returns, and ensure that we can
continue to develop our companies through our active
long-term ownership.
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Investors

Investors
We are supported by a group of strong investors, mainly
originating from the Nordic region and the US.
While we have many types of investors, we have a
relatively larger share of family offices, of which most
have a background as entrepreneurs. The common
theme for all of our investors is that they all see a

great potential in the Nordic healthcare market and
share our perspective on long-term investments for
a healthy future.

Impilo Pool 1 investor overview
Type

Geography

% of commitment

Insurance
9%
Pension
fund
13%

% of commitment

Family
offices
41%

US
37%

Nordic
52%

Asset
manager
37%

14

Other
11%
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Valuations

Valuations
As set out below, as of year-end, we have invested
80%*, and we have a value increase of 30%.
The value up-lift of the investments is mainly driven
by the companies held more than one year (i.e. FMD,
NutraQ and Immedica) and it has been achieved
through a combination of sales growth and margin
improvements.

We have a well-balanced and diversified portfolio;
both as it relates to our exposure to different
healthcare sectors and our mix of public vs. private
investments. We expect to grow our investments
in our existing companies within the pharma and
services sectors over the coming year, given that
these are platform investments with active M&A
agendas.

Investment per Sector

Investment per Type

% of equity

Other
21%

% of equity

Medtech
18%

Public
16%

Pharma
14%
Care Services
16%

Private
84%

Capital Summary

RoEU
24%

*Pre syndication of the TFP investment

Nordics
63%
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SEK
2.9bn

SEK
3.5bn

Fair value

SEK
3.6bn

RoW
12%

Invested

Revenue per Geography

Capital

Healthcare
Services
31%
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Description of investments – Ferrosan Medical Devices

Description of investments

Investment
made in 2016

Ferrosan Medical Devices
FMD is the world’s largest manufacturer of gelatine-based bioabsorbable hemostatic products for use in surgical procedures.
FMD’s technology includes biomaterials used as haemostatic
agent for surgery to control bleeding, and miniature
electromechanics used in devices for minimally invasive surgery
and biopsy.

The company was established as a separate legal entity in
2010 through a demerger from Ferrosan A/S. Ferrosan A/S'
engagement in the haemostatic area dates back to 1947 when
the company developed and launched its first product. It is the
extensive knowledge of more than 70 years that is the heritage
of the company upon which the future is being built.

FMD distributes its biomaterials products via Ethicon through
a long-standing mutually exclusive partnership and distribution
agreement dating back to 1995.

16
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Description of investments – Ferrosan Medical Devices

Revenue per Geography

65 %
US

35 %
RoW

Key Events under Impilo Ownership
Recruitment of a strong board with
significant commercial, manufacturing and
operational experience
Implementation of LEAN initiatives across the
organisation and strategic investments in the supply
chain to meet growing demand
Broadened partnership discussion and development of
significant R&D pipeline
Market entry into select Asian markets with large
untapped potential
Launch of new generation biopsy device “Elevation” with
Becton Dickinson

Management
CEO – Henrik Krøis
CFO – Thomas Kastrup
BoD
Peter Kürstein, Chairman: Chairman and former CEO of
Radiometer Medical
Fredrik Strömholm: Impilo Partner
Hans-Christian Bødker Jensen: Professional board
member and private investor
Marianne Vinding Ovesen: SVP, Global Operations at
Beckman Coulter Diagnostics
Staffan Ternström: former CEO Handicare Group and
former EVP Corporate Strategy at Mölnlycke
Impilo
Lead: Fredrik Strömholm
Team: Svitlana Babak, Fredrik Holmström,
Daniel Berg

Revenue
2017: DKK 488 m
2018: DKK 529 m
2019: DKK 527 m
HQ: Copenhagen, Denmark
Established: 1947 (2010 as separate legal entity)
# employees: approx. 220 FTE
Gender mix f/m: 45/55%
Gender mix management f/m: 43/67%
Gender mix Board f/m: 20/80%
Sustainability
Solid Quality Management System in place
Drastically reduced greenhouse gas emissions
(Scope 2) by 82% compared to 2018
Efforts ongoing to broaden ESG work further in 2020
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Description of investments – NutraQ

Investment
made in 2017

NutraQ
NutraQ’s mission is to help people to a better everyday life
through well-documented consumer health products.

The largest brands are VitaePro (nutritional supplements) and
Oslo Skin Lab (cosmeceuticals).

The Group is engaged in direct-to-consumer development and
sales of consumer health products across the Nordic countries,
the Czech Republic and the Netherlands.

NutraQ has a leading direct-to-consumer position in the Nordics
with c. 300k subscriptions, and an emerging position in rest of
Northern Europe.

18
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Description of investments – NutraQ

Revenue per Geography

3%
Other

25 %
Norway

16 %
Denmark

32 %
Finland

23 %
Sweden

Key Events under Impilo Ownership
Completed carve-out of NutraQ from
previous owner Sana Pharma Holding AS
Recruited new Chairman, Henning Søgaard
(previously CEO of Orkla Health)
Geographical expansion: Oslo Skin Lab to Denmark
Geographical expansion: VitaePro to the Netherlands,
Oslo Skin Lab to Czech Republic and the Netherlands
Recruitment of new CEO, Gustaf Solerød Christensen 		
(previously CFO at Orkla Health)
Recruitment of independent board member, Eva Leach
(COO at Lifesum), to strengthen digital capabilities

Management
CEO – Gustaf Solerød Christensen
CFO – Marius Fladvad Størdal
BoD
Henning Søgaard, Chairman: Impilo Industrial Partner
Magnus Edlund: Impilo Partner
Fredrik Strömholm: Impilo Partner
Eva Leach: VP User Acquisition at Lifesum
Andres Flaaten: Co-founder of NutraQ and minority 		
shareholder through Sana Pharma
Kenneth Bern: Co-founder of NutraQ and minority 		
shareholder through Sana Pharma)
Impilo
Lead: Magnus Edlund
Team: Fredrik Strömholm, Gustav Lundgren

Revenue
2017: NOK 472m
2018: NOK 509m
2019: NOK 623m
HQ: Oslo, Norway
Established: 2002
# employees: approx. 145 FTE
Gender mix f/m: 62/38%
Gender mix management f/m: 64/36%
Gender mix Board f/m: 20/80%
Sustainability
Fundamentals of an ESG management system in place
CSR strategy and environmental policy to be put in place
in 2020 to ensure more systematic ESG efforts
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Description of investments – Humana

Investment
made in 2019

Humana
Humana is a Nordic care company with a focus on quality
and customer satisfaction. The company is a market leader in
individual and family care and personal assistance with expanding
operations in elderly care. Humana has 15,000 employees who all
work with a shared vision – Everyone is
entitled to a good life.
The company had annual revenue of SEK 7,467m in 2019.
Humana is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm and is headquartered in
Stockholm.
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Humana’s objective: To be the given choice for care services
for clients and purchasers with high quality demands.
Humana’s values: Commitment, Happiness and Responsibility.
The company’s strategy is grounded in its core values, and
sustainability is incorporated in the strategy and is built around
four strategic target areas:
• Quality operations
• Attractive employer
• Long-term, sustainable growth
• Socially responsible provider
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Description of investments – Humana

Revenue per Geography

Revenue per Business Area

<1 %
Denmark

11 %
Norway

11 %
Norway

16 %
Finland

16%
Finland

18%
Elderly care
Sweden

73 %
Sweden

Key Events under Impilo Ownership
Election of new board members: Sören
Mellstig as Chairman (Impilo Industrial Partner), and 		
Magdalena Gerger (CEO and President of Systembolaget)
and Fredrik Strömholm (Impilo lead partner) as directors
Nominated two new board members for 2020 AGM:
Karita Bekkemellem (CEO of LMI, previous Minister for
Gender Equality, Children and Family and Member of
Parliament for the Labour Party, Arbeiderpartiet, in Norway)
and Anders Nyberg (CEO of Apotek Hjärtat)
Extensive new strategy plan developed and new financial
targets set
Signed agreement to open five new elderly care homes
in Sweden
Sale and leaseback of 37 commercial properties in
Finland, Sweden and Norway

28 %
I&F Sweden

37 %
Personal Assistance
Sweden

Management
CEO – Rasmus Nerman
CFO – Ulf Bonnevier
BoD (as of May 2020)
Sören Mellstig, Chairman: Impilo Industrial Partner
Fredrik Strömholm: Impilo Partner
Magdalena Gerger: CEO Systembolaget
Kirsi Komi: Director of Metsä Board Oyj, Chairman of
Docrates Cancer Centre in Helsinki et al
Monica Lingegård: CEO Samhall
Karita Bekkemellem: CEO LMI (Association of the 		
Pharmaceutical Industry in Norway)
Anders Nyberg: CEO Apoteket Hjärtat
Impilo
Lead: Fredrik Strömholm
Team: Veronica Byfield Sköld, Victor Steien,
Gustav Lundgren

Revenue
2017: SEK 6 556m
2018: SEK 6 725m
2019: SEK 7 467m
HQ: Stockholm, Sweden
Established: 2001
# employees: approx. 10,000 FTE
Gender mix f/m: 68/32%
Gender mix management f/m: 56/44%
Gender mix Board f/m: 43/57%
Sustainability
Very high ESG standards
Works proactively with a number of clearly prioritized areas
Awarded twice for their work with gender equality:
received the Allbright Prize in 2017 and 2018
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Description of investments – Immedica

Investment
made in 2018

Immedica
Immedica is engaged in commercialization and distribution of
orphan and niche specialty pharmaceuticals across Europe and
the Middle East.
Current portfolio of ca. 20 drugs spans proprietary, in-licensed,
and partnered products across several therapeutic areas
currently centered around metabolic diseases, oncology and
ophthalmology.
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Immedica intends to quickly establish full capabilities and
further scale across the European and Middle Eastern territories,
with a vision to become the leading player in launching niche
specialty pharmaceuticals targeting diseases with high unmet
medical needs.
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Description of investments – Immedica

Revenue per Therapeutic Area

Revenue per Geography

16%
Middle
East

5%
Other

25 %
Nordics

14%
Opthalmology

46 %
Metabolic
diseases

35%
Oncology

60 %
RoEU

Key Events under Impilo Ownership
Acquisition of Medical Need Europe,
in 2018, recruitment of highly skilled
management team and change of name to Immedica
Exclusive distribution rights to oncology drug Yondelis for
Nordics, Central and Eastern Europe, the UK and Ireland
Acquisition of product rights for urea cycle disorder drugs
Ravicti and Ammonaps outside of North America and 		
Japan
Recruitment of 20+ key employees and management, and
establishment of 10 local subsidiaries across Europe and
the Middle East
Acquisition of Ophthalmology product portfolio from
Novartis

Management
CEO – Anders Edvell
CFO – Simon Falk
BoD
Thomas Eklund, Chairman: Impilo Industrial Partner
Peder Walberg: CEO RTT, Founder of Medical Need
Europe
Magnus Edlund: Impilo Partner
Simon Angeldorff: Former CEO Envirotainer,
CEO of Magnum Invest
Impilo
Lead: Magnus Edlund
Team: Fredrik Strömholm, Fredrik Holmström,
Edvard Hubendick

Revenue
2017: SEK 60m
2018: SEK 85m
2019: SEK 430m
HQ: Stockholm, Sweden
Established: 2018
# employees: 42 FTE
Gender mix f/m: 48/52%
Gender mix Board f/m: 0/100%
Gender mix Management f/m: 0/100%
Sustainability
Built up its entire Quality Management System in the 		
last year with a very ambitious agenda
Next steps include integrating ESG further in daily 		
operations
At board level, recruitment is ongoing to improve gender
balance
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Description of investments – The Fertility Partnership

Investment
made in 2019

The Fertility Partnership
TFP, with the acquisition of VivaNeo, is the leading Northern
European provider of fertility treatments, with approx. 24,000
cycles annually, incl. adjacent services (e.g. ultrasound scans,
sperm bank, blood analysis).
TFP comprises 19 clinics across the UK, Germany, Austria,
Denmark, the Netherlands and Poland and a sperm bank, a blood
lab and ~80 ultrasound sites across the UK.
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TFP’s mission is to offer all our patients the care, understanding
and expertise that help to bring dreams to life.
TFP’s strategy is to continue to grow both organically and
through acquisitions of new clinics and development of greenfield
clinics, as well as commercialization of adjacent services – and
with this to continue being the leading provider of fertility services
in Northern Europe, measured on Net Promoter Score (NPS),
success rate, market share and profitability.
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Description of investments – The Fertility Partnership

Revenue per Geography

5%
Poland

48 %
UK

7%
Netherlands
8%
Denmark
10%
Austria

21%
Germany

Key Events under Impilo Ownership
Acquisition of VivaNeo, the leading central
European IVF group with 10 clinics across Germany,
Austria, Denmark and the Netherlands, and integration of
the two companies
Establishment of a new matrix organization split into two
regions: Northern Europe and Central Europe
Initiation and implementation of acceleration program across
several operational topics, including a transformation of the
finance set up
Improved financial reporting and tracking of key
performance indicators and drivers
Recruitment of a strong board with a combination of 		
fertility, healthcare and public sector experience
New CFO and interim CEO (Johannes Röhren) and new
EVP of Central Europe (Jan Schaefer)
Ongoing M&A and greenfield agenda

Management
CEO – Johannes Röhren (interim)
CFO – Johannes Röhren
BoD
Sören Mellstig, Chairman: Impilo Industrial Partner
Fredrik Strömholm: Impilo Partner
Helle Thorning-Schmidt: Former Prime Minister of
Denmark and CEO of Save the Children
Nick Watkins: Managing Partner of White Cloud Capital
Mikael Worning: President and COO of William Demant
Inc.
Impilo
Lead: Fredrik Strömholm
Team: Svitlana Babak, Fredrik Holmström, Daniel Berg

Revenue
2018 (March): GBP 89.5m
2019 (March): GBP 94.2m
2020 (March): GBP 95.4m
HQ: Oxford, UK and Berlin, Germany
Established: 2012
# employees: approx. 650 FTE
Gender mix f/m: 84/16%
Gender mix management f/m: 20/80%
Gender mix Board f/m: 20/80%
Sustainability
High standards of Quality Control across the Group
Review and update of the Quality Management System is
part of ongoing integration work
Focus in 2020 on harmonizing policies and procedures,
and on developing a group-wide environmental policy
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Description of investments – Euro Accident

Investment
made in 2019

Euro Accident
Euro Accident is a leading Swedish specialist in health-related
insurance and employee wellbeing, active primarily within the
long-term disability (LTD), private health insurance (PHI), group
life and accident markets.
Euro Accident has experienced strong growth over the past 15
years, enabled by high quality products and leading service that
aim at keeping their clients as healthy as possible.
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Euro Accident provides a comprehensive range of health
insurance options and health services to Swedish companies,
mainly SMEs, to help them succeed with their health and work
environment strategies. The customer base consists of over 300k
insured individuals across c. 35k companies.
Euro Accident’s ambition is to become the leading niche
provider of health insurance and health-related insurance
products in Scandinavia.
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Description of investments – Euro Accident

Gross Earned Premiums by Product

7%
Life Denmark
13%
Group

44%
PHI

36%
LTD

Key Events under Impilo Ownership
New board recruited with strong
insurance and regulatory experience
Improved reinsurance policy put in place for the portfolio
New investment strategy launched and an
investment committee being recruited

Management
CEO – Thomas Petersson
CFO – Anette Norberg
BoD
Lars Nordstrand : Chairman of Nordnet
Pensionsförsäkring
Malin Björkmo: Board member of Trygg Stiftelsen, AP3
Katarina Lidén: CEO of Swedsec, Board member of
LRF Skadeförsäkringsbolag
Fredrik Strömholm: Impilo Partner
Veronica Byfield Sköld: Impilo Partner
Thomas Petersson: CEO Euro Accident
Impilo
Lead: Fredrik Strömholm
Team: Veronica Byfield Sköld, Fredrik Holmström,
Sonja Gerde

Revenue
2017: 898m
2018: 1 224m
2019: 1 394m
HQ: Stockholm, Sweden
Established: 1996
# employees: 237 FTE
Gender mix f/m: 67/33%
Gender mix management f/m: 33/67%
Gender mix Board: 50/50%
Sustainability
Very solid corporate governance system in place
Focus in 2020 will be on ensuring GDPR compliance 		
and integrating ESG aspects in the business model,
risk management, the investment policy and underwriting
strategy
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Description of investments – Cavidi

Prior
investment
(2018-2020)

Cavidi
Cavidi is a company developing assays and an automated
instrument for HIV viral load monitoring. The Ziva™ system,
targeting district hospitals and regional laboratories (the midmarket segment) in the African market, is built on the comany’s
long-standing chemistry solution used in its manual testing
product.
Cavidi’s technology offers unique features; the assay
can detect all subtypes of HIV where the other diagnostics
technologies only detect the major subgroups.

Key Events under Impilo Ownership
Improved governance model and
financial and operational reporting
Strengthened leadership with new CEO, CFO and R&D
manager, as well as recruitment of key development 		
project resources
Strengthened project management setup and significant
progress in the Ziva development project
Progress in distributor search in preparation for 		
commercialization

The Ziva™ system is a fully automated benchtop product with
higher throughput and less hands-on time than other solutions in
the mid-market segment, making it uniquely tailored for the needs
of these labs.
In February 2020, Impilo reached an agreement with the majority
shareholder of Cavidi, resulting in a sale of all instruments by
Impilo against a proceeds split in the future. At the time of the
agreement, Impilo had a 34% ownership in the company.

Management
CEO – Rain Eriksoo
CFO – Björn Petersson
BoD
Ernst Westman, Chairman: Previous CEO of Boule 		
Diagnostics
David Summa: Previous CEO of Mendel, Acumen,
Kinestral
John Reisky de Dubnic: Previous CEO of Cavidi
Veronica Byfield Sköld*: Impilo Partner
Fredrik Strömholm*: Impilo Partner
Impilo
Lead: Veronica Byfield Sköld
Team: Fredrik Strömholm, Martin Fagerlund, Sonja Gerde

Revenue
The company is in the development
phase and not yet profitable

*resigned as of February 2020

HQ: Uppsala, Sweden
Established: 2007
# employees: 39 FTE, of wich 18 FTE are consultants
Sustainability
Focus has been on governance and operational 		
performance during the holding period
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Lwala - Engaging in improving health on the ground

Lwala Community Alliance:
Engaging in improving health
on the ground
“We are very pleased to have Impilo with us on this
journey, contributing not only financially but also
with strategic advice from a business perspective.
This will be very helpful in our scale-up process”
Julius Mbeya, Managing Director of Lwala
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Lwala - Engaging in improving health on the ground

In September 2019, we announced
Impilo’s partnership with Lwala
Community Alliance. Lwala is a
Kenyan non-profit organisation that
works towards better health for
mothers and children in rural Kenya.
The organization was started in 2007 by two Kenyan brothers, Milton
and Fred Ochieng, who grew up in rural Kenya and studied to become
medical doctors in the USA. Lwala recruits, trains and reimburses
Community Health Workers who are often former traditional birth
attendants. These digitally empowered Community Health Workers
identify pregnant women as they proactively visit homes, and link
mothers to the formal health system and support safe delivery at a
health facility. They track the health of every newborn and ensure
on-time immunizations. Lwala also works with community members
and government to ensure local clinics have the resources, training,
and systems to provide quality care.
Based on Lwala’s evidence of impact with 60,000 people – including
a 64 % reduction in child deaths, a 73 % reduction in infant deaths, and
a 97 % immunization rate (compared to 57 % in the rest of the county)
– the local Ministry of Health has invited Lwala to expand their model to
1 million people in Migori County. Over the coming three years Impilo will
provide support in the form of both funding and strategic advice to the
Lwala team, to help the team broaden their reach in the region.

“Together they will address the top sustainable development
goals for health – maternal mortality and deaths of newborns
and children under 5 years.”

Lwala Community Alliance proof of concept
64 %
reduction in child deaths
73
73 %
%
reduction
reduction in
in infant
infant death
death
98 %
98
% delivery rate
skilled
skilled
delivery
rateand up from
(vs.
53 % in
Migori county

300 %
increase in contraceptive use
97
97 %
%
immunization
immunization rate
rate

(vs. 57 % in Migori county)
(vs. 57 % in Migori county)

26
in%
the
areas)and up from
(vs.%53
in specific
Migori county
26 % in the specific areas)
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Appendix

Impilo Investment Team

Fredrik Strömholm
CEO/Partner | Impilo 2017

Jesper Eliasson
CFO/Partner | Impilo 2017

Martin Fagerlund
COO/Partner | Impilo 2019

20 years in PE, Co-founder at Altor 20032016, 10 years at Goldman Sachs, 4 years
at Nordic Capital
HC investments: Antula, Nycomed, ACO
Hud, Ferrosan, PaloDEx, Apotek Hjärtat,
Ferrosan Medical Devices, Sonion, Curato,
Immedica, NutraQ, Cavidi, Humana, TFP,
Euro Accident

20 years in PE, Altor CFO 2003-2015; IK
Investment Partners 1996-2003, Board
member SVCA 2009-2015

12 years as a lawyer, 1 year in PE
MSA: 2006-2016 AFH: 2016-2018,
Secondment at Altor 2011 and Ericsson
2013

Magnus Edlund
Partner | Impilo 2017

Veronica Byfield Sköld
Partner | Impilo 2017

9 years in PE, 9 years Altor, 5 years BCG
HC investments: Apotek Hjärtat, Orchid,
Immedica, NutraQ

10 years in senior healthcare industry roles
within business development, strategy,
commercialization, sales & marketing at
Gambro, Elekta and Permobil, 6 years BCG
healthcare practice
HC investments: Cavidi, Humana,
Euro Accident
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Svitlana Babak
Investment Director | Impilo 2017
Team: FMD, TFP

Victor Steien
Investment Director | Impilo 2018
Team: Humana

9 years consulting incl. 6 years McKinsey
Healthcare practice, 3 years Roland Berger
HC experience: 15+ DDs and performance
improvement work
HC investments: FMD, TFP

10 years of experience from Investment
Banking/M&A, 7 years at Goldman Sachs,
and 3 years at Morgan Stanley
HC investments: Humana

Daniel Berg
Investment Manager | Impilo 2018
Team: TFP, FMD

Edvard Hubendick
Investment Manager | Impilo 2019
Team: Immedica

Fredrik Holmström
Investment Manager | Impilo 2017
Team: FMD, Immedica, TFP, Euro Accident

1.5 years at McKinsey & Company
HC investments: FMD, TFP

2 years at McKinsey & Company
HC experience: 1 year on healthcare
projects at McKinsey
HC investments: Immedica

6 years M&A and PE experience incl.
BofAML, XIO Group (Asian PE group)
HC experience: Take private of Israeli med
tech company Lumenis
HC investments: Lumenis, FMD, Immedica,
Euro Accident

Gustav Lundgren
Investment Manager | Impilo 2017
Team: NutraQ, Humana

Sonja Gerde
Investment Manager | Impilo 2017
Team: Euro Accident

Jeanette Hjelm
Executive Assistant | Impilo 2017

5 years at ABG
HC experience: IPO of Humana, Humana
acquisition of Frösunda Norway, Sale of
Solhaga to Ambea
HC investments: NutraQ, Humana

3 years at BCG Healthcare practice
HC experience: 1 year on core team for
reorganization of university hospital
HC investments: Cavidi, Euro Accident

Oskar Steneryd
Investment Director | Impilo 2019
10 years in PE, 7 years at Altor, 2 years at
Novo Holdings, Cph and 1 year at Morgan
Stanley in London
HC investments: Environtainer
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13 years at Ernst & Young, 2 years at
Pricewaterhouse Coopers
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Industrial Partners

Andreas Hiller

Frederik Zimmer

Henning Søgaard

Industrial partner

Industrial partner

Industrial partner

Experience from BCG, 3i, Altor 2006-2013;
While at Altor: Qmatic, Wrist, NorthStar
HC investments: Carema, Mehiläinen,
Team Olivia, Orchid, Alpharma

On board of NSG, a Ferrosan subsidiary,
chairman of several smaller medtech
companies
Previous experience: BCG Head of Nordic
PE; Cardo Partners; CFO of Lindorff during
Altor ownership

Former CEO of Orkla Health Group and
Orkla Care
Experience from PE as COO in PE owned
health company
Chairman of Apoteka and NutraQ

Jens Bager

Sören Mellstig

Thomas Eklund

Industrial partner

Industrial partner

Industrial partner

CEO of Alk-Abello 2000-2016; previously
EVP at Christian Hansen
Current chairman of Ambu A/S, Better
Collective and director of Grundfos foundation

Chairman of Cellavision, Humana, The Fertility
Partnership and Ellevio (PE owned)

Chairman of Moberg Pharma, Itrim
and Immedica
Board member at Biotage, Memira,
Boule Diagnostics; earlier experience with
Vårdapoteket, GHP etc.
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Company Independent Board Directors*
Euro Accident

FMD

Lars Nordstrand

Katarina Lidén

Malin Björkmo

Peter Kürstein

Euro Accident
Chairman

Euro Accident

Euro Accident

FMD

CEO, SwedSec
Licensiering
Nasdaq OMX
Departementssekreterare
med ansvar för EMU-
frågor vid den internationella avdelningen

Independent advisor on
insurance company
governance, Solvency II
and CRD 4
Executive director at the
insurance and investment
funds department, Swedish
Financial Supervisory
Authority

Former CEO of
Radiometer
Advisor to Danaher, BCG
and FSN
Significant manufacturing
and LEAN expertise

CEO, Movestic Liv &
Pension
VP, Invik & Co
CEO, Moderna Försäk
ringar *VP, Atlantica*
(Assuransinvest)
Chairman of Nordnet
Pensionsförsäkring,
Anticimex Försäkring and
Resurs Bank

Chairman of LRF
Skadeförsäkringsbolag

Hans-Christian Bødker
Jensen
FMD
Experience from Credit
Suisse, EQT, MSDW, IK,
Ahold, Altor, Triton and
Impilo
On board of HFN
Healthcare investment
experience: Cantura, European Specialty Pharma

Humana

Marianne Vinding
Ovesen
FMD
SVP Global Operations
at Beckman Coulter
Diagnostics
Prev. EVP of Operations at
Radiometer
Deep operational expertise
from the medical devices
field

Staffan Ternström

Anders Nyberg

Karita Bekkemellem

Kirsi Komi

FMD

Humana

Humana

Humana

Former CEO of Handicare
Previously with Mölnlycke
and Ethicon (FMD’s main
distributor)
Significant commercial
experience

CEO of Apotek Hjärtat.
Chairman of the Board of
Min Doktor.
Previous experience: Vice
President of ICA and
Axfood.

Managing director of
Legemiddelindustrien, LMI.
Previous experience:
Minister for Gender Equality, Children and Family
and Member of Parlament
for the Labor Party,
Arbeiderpartiet, in Norway.

Director of Metsä Board
Oyj. Chairman of Docrates
Cancer Centre in Helsinki,
of the Blood Service under
the Finnish Red Cross, of
Lindström Invest Oy and of
the Directors’ Institute of
Finland.

*Impilo representatives and Impilo industrial partners
on the Boards are described on previous pages
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Immedica

NutraQ

Magdalena Gerger

Monica Lingegård

Peder Walberg

Simon Angeldorff

Andres Flaaten

Humana

Humana

Immedica

Immedica

NutraQ

CEO and President of
Systembolaget, director
of the board of Investor,
Svensk Handel, Institutet
för Näringslivsforskning
and chairman of the
Business Executive Council of the Royal Swedish
Academy of Engineering
Sciences.

CEO of Samhall.
Chairman of Swedish
Space Corporation Group
and Board Member of
Nobina.

Founder & CEO, Rare
Thyroid Therapeutics
Former CEO and founder
of Medical Need
Boardmember, OxThera &
Wilson Therapeutics

Previous Chairman and
CEO of Envirotainer
Healthcare investment
banking experience with
Gambro, Meda, Biophausia, Mölnlycke Healthcare
and others
M.D. from Uppsala
University

Co-founder of NutraQ
Minority shareholder
through Sana Pharma
Holding

TFP

Eva Leach

Kenneth Bern

NutraQ

NutraQ

VP User Acquisition at
Lifesum
Board member of Betsson
Group
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Board member in several
start-up and real estate
companies, international
experience from Norsk
Hydro and the Norwegian
food industry, specialized
in strategy, performance
management, sales and
marketing.

Helle ThorningSchmidt
TFP
Professional board
member (e.g., Vestas) and
former CEO of Save the
Children and former Prime
Minister of Denmark
Deep insight into political
and regulatory positioning
as well as public relations
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Mikael Worning

Nick Watkins

TFP

TFP

President and COO of
William Demant Inc in the
US (USD 1bn revenues,
700 owned audiology
clinics and 4,000 network
clinics)
Deep insight into managing, building and integrating networks of sales
outlets within Medtech

Managing Partner of White
Cloud Capital (previous
owner of TFP)
Deep knowledge of TFP
and the fertility market in
the UK and Europe, as
he was lead partner and
board member of TFP in
White Cloud’s ownership
period

Chapter
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Chapter

Contact information
Fredrik Strömholm (partner and CEO)
fredrik.stromholm@impilo.se
Jesper Eliasson (partner and CFO)
jesper.eliasson@impilo.se
Martin Fagerlund (partner and COO)
martin.fagerlund@impilo.se
+46 8 401 00 60
info@impilo.se
www.impilo.se
Addresses
Holländargatan 20
SE-111 60 Stockholm
Sweden
Kongens Nytorv 28
DK-1050 Copenhagen
Denmark

Investing
healthyfuture
future
Investingin
in aa healthy
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